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This Series is in fact and of necessity an international undertaking.
It must seek the aid of the best Indianists wherever they may be.
About one half of its contributors are scholars of Europe and India.
And for the last thirty years, the printing has been done at presses
widely scattered: so in Germany and India (Bombay) and the United
States of America; but also, and very largely, and because of its un-
rivalled organization and equipment, at the University Press in Oxford.
Obviously, the enterprise has been peculiarly dependent upon inter-
national cooperation and peace.
The awful disaster of 1914, with its untold sequels, has often seemed
to threaten the work with ruin. To labor (printing, papermaking, bind-
ing, transportation), to the financial effectiveness of the Warren publi-
cation-fund, to the policies of commercial presses, and to the University
Presses concerned, — it has brought consequences which, for scholars,
are deplorable.
Positive results are more welcome than a rehearsal of the difficulties
of attaining them. But now the four war-gaps of the Series (PischePs
volume, 16; Belvalkar's volumes, %%-23; Edgerton's, 26-27; Keith's,
31-32) are happily closing up. Cheerful courage is reviving, where
hope had been long deferred. And so, I trust, few will begrudge to
authors and editor the solace of recalling some of the typical obstacles
surmounted in the last decade.
With the sinking of the Arabic and Hesperian, proofs and even un-
printed manuscript (an Upanishad translation) were lost. Postal com-
munication with India and other less distant lands became uncertain or
irregular or suspended. Likewise transatlantic freight-service. The
staff of the Oxford Press was reduced to less than half its normal size.
Prices rose.
Of Hertel's Kashmirian Panchatantra (vol. 14) 9 Kreysing of Leipzig
had already finished printing the text in Oriental letters by August of
1914. In December, Hertel was ordered to join the colors. The printed
sheets, shipped about the middle of February, 1915, the beginning of
the great activity of the German submarines, arrived safe in Boston
about six weeks later. It remained for the General Editor to write the
indispensable preliminary matter and complete the manufacture and
issue of the book, but, alas! without the Introduction and Notes.
Pischel's joyful "Ja," in answer to my invitation to make a new
edition of the Qakuntala, the masterpiece of the Indian literature, was
written at Halle, February 18, 1898. His Prakrit Grammar, Ms c&tl tq
Berlin, his death on the threshold of his beloved India in 1908, the war

